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x Normal rising-to-walk (RTW) performance is fluid, but is non-fluid with 
pathology 
x Rehabilitation could be tested if RTW controlled performance variables were 
known 
x Consistent variables regardless of healthy RTW performance represent candidates 
x In this review of 9 studies, no compelling evidence of consistency was found 
x Studies designed to confirm consistent biomechanical variables are needed 
 
1 Abstract  
 
Background: The best approach to rehabilitate the control of everyday whole-body 
movement (e.g. rise-to-walk) after pathology remains unclear in part because the 
associated controlled performance variables are not known. Rise-to-walk can be 
performed fluidly (sit-to-walk) or non-fluidly (sit-to-stand, proceeded by gait-initiation). 
Biomechanical variables that remain consistent in health regardless of how rise-to walk 
is performed represent controlled performance variable candidates which could monitor 
rehabilitative change.  
Research Question: To determine if any biomechanical parameters remain consistent 
across rising-to-walk (RTW) subtasks (sit-to-stand, gait-initiation, and sit-to-walk) in 
healthy adults for purposes of movement control assessment in clinical practice. 
Methods: Data sources included Medline, Cinahl, and Scopus databases, and the grey 
literature. Study Selection was based on eligibility criteria and must have reported 
spatiotemporal, kinematic and/or kinetic biomechanical parameters featuring >1 RTW 
subtask. Data Extraction and Synthesis; standardised-mean-differences (SMDs) were 
calculated (pooled if replicated in >1 study) for each parameter. Consistency was 
determined if SMD95%CIs included the zero-effect line. 
Results: Nine studies (n=99) were included (40±7.5yrs). Seven parameters were 
replicated in >1 study and subjected to meta-analysis (fixed-effect model). Two were 
consistent between sit-to-stand and sit-to-walk: flexion-momentum time (M(95%CI)= 
0.055(-0.423 to 0.533); p=0.823) and peak whole-body-centre-of-mass vertical velocity 
(M(95%CI)= -0.415(-0.898 to 0.069); p= 0.093); and centre-of-pressure to whole-body-
centre-of-mass distance at toe-off (M(95%CI)= -0.137(-0.712 to 0.439); p= 0.642) 
between gait-initiation and sit-to-walk. Another 20 parameters were consistent based on 
single-study SMDs.  
Significance: Consistent parameters might exist across RTW subtasks. However, the 
evidence is based on few studies with small samples and variable RTW protocols. Future 















Transitional movements are considered to occur whenever rhythmic (e.g. walking or 
running) or sedentary movements (e.g. lying, sitting, or standing) are combined [1], 
although there is no consensus upon a standard definition. They are complex because an 
individual is not only required to control the propulsive forces that move their body 
segments but must simultaneously maintain their balance during the transition too. 
Transitional movements are therefore challenging and potentially destabilising 
movement tasks, for which an individual’s sensorimotor system requires sufficient 
resources in order to control [2]. 
 
Rising-to-walking (RTW) is an everyday transitional movement executed daily on 
average 49 times in healthy people [3] and incorporates two cardinal subtasks; firstly sit-
to-stand (STS), and secondly the initiation of walking from standing (gait initiation; GI). 
A healthy person can execute a continuous version of RTW where the transition of rising 
(STS), through GI, and into walking forward occurs fluidly and is known as sit-to-walk 
(STW). Healthy people can also execute another version where the subtasks are 
performed consecutively but independently and may be partially (hesitant-STW) or 
entirely separated (separated-STW) as part of a normal dual or combination task [3]. 
These are collectively known as sit-to-stand-and-walk (STSW) [4], where a pause 
separates STS from GI. STW and STSW therefore represent the extremes of RTW 
behaviour.  
 
The assessment of sensorimotor control parameters in ambulatory transitional tasks like 
RTW can be dichotomised into either the observation of activity with a standardised 
rating of performance, or the biomechanical measurement of the performance [5]. While 
performance ratings are ubiquitous in clinical environments due to their time and resource 
practicalities (e.g. the Berg Balance Scale [6]), biomechanical assessments (e.g. mean 
anteroposterior centre-of-pressure (COP) displacement velocity [7]) offer less 
subjectivity despite the disadvantage of often being dependent on lab-based equipment 
[5].  
 
Rising from sitting commences with movement-onset. The initial priority is to generate 
anterior whole-body-centre-of-mass (BCOM) momentum which transitions to vertical 
momentum around the event of seat-off. The phase between movement-onset to seat-off, 
termed flexion-momentum [8] represents the transition from a dynamically stable three-
point, to a two-point base-of-support [9]. Once upright is achieved in STS, forward 
propulsion is arrested, requiring generation of a substantial (compared to STW) BCOM 
braking force, manifest as greater peak posterior ground reaction forces (GRFs) [10, 11]. 
GI, when executed from standing, is characterised by an anticipation phase where the 
COP is translated posterolaterally towards the swing limb creating a moment arm to 
propel the BCOM forward [12]. Then, a dynamic execution phase of GI starts at heel-off 
(HO1) [13]. The first walking step delineated between toe-off (TO1) and initial contact 
(IC1) [14] with steady-state walking typically established by the end of the second step 
in healthy individuals, if the transition to walking is continued in a forward direction [15].  
 
A similar COP momentum arm also exists during the anticipation phase of GI in STW, 
albeit of a lower magnitude due to the BCOM’s latent forward momentum generated 










GI having already started (GI-onset) before upright is reached [16, 17]. This phase shift 
is indicative of the rapid and fluid merging of rising and GI around seat-off in STW, and 
presents a significant motor control challenge [18-20]. 
 
Healthy individuals can choose depending on context, attention, purpose or freewill to 
execute RTW within the range of permutations represented by STS, GI, STW and STSW. 
This is because healthy people have abundant sensorimotor resources available to them 
[21]. Put another way, this abundance means that task-specific performance variables can 
be stabilised by sets of elemental variables that are organised by the central nervous 
system [22]. For example, leg joint angles (elemental variables) can be organised to 
stabilise, and therefore control, the BCOM during the stance phase of gait (performance 
variable) [23]. A biomechanical parameter that remains consistent independent of how a 
complex transitional task like RTW is executed in healthy individuals might therefore 
represent a controlled performance variable and thus be a candidate proxy for in-tact 
sensorimotor-system control. This in turn means that discrimination between healthy and 
pathological sensorimotor-system control is possible by assessment of the consistent 
parameters(s) during RTW performance.  
 
Consistency in this context is defined as a biomechanical parameter that does not vary 
(significantly) across RTW performance. Thus, parameters are considered to demonstrate 
absolute consistency across RTW tasks if the posed null hypothesis (no difference in 
biomechanical parameter between RTW tasks) is retained following appropriate 
statistical significance testing. Accordingly, consistent parameters may be used to 
monitor change in dysfunctional RTW performance, which can enable the development 
of alternative rehabilitation techniques designed to improve movement control to be 
tested in clinical practice. 
 
Transitional sensorimotor control is often impaired in older or pathological populations 
in RTW and its subtasks leading to slower temporal durations of movement phases. For 
example, lower limb muscular weakness has been shown to prolong STS movement 
duration in normal aging [24], and stroke impairments have been observed to prolong the 
relative duration of the transition-phase (seat-off to GI-onset) and overall movement-time 
in STW [19, 25]. Thus, individuals with pathology execute RTW within a more limited 
set of permutations more biased towards STSW compared to healthy individuals.  
 
Observations of other differences in temporo-spatial, kinematic, or kinetic biomechanical 
parameters are therefore unsurprising within RTW subtasks (i.e. STS, GI from quiet-
standing, or STW) between health and pathology. For instance, longer phase durations 
have been observed during STW in stroke [19], and during GI in Parkinson’s disease 
(PD) [26] compared to healthy individuals. Furthermore, smaller separation distances 
between the BCOM and the COP have been observed at movement events during STW 
in healthy older, compared to healthy younger adults [16] during STW in adults with PD 
compared to healthy older adults [27], and during GI in adults with PD compared to older 
or younger healthy individuals [28]. In addition, greater momentum and peak 
mediolateral ground-reaction-forces (GRFs) during STW compared to STS, are examples 
of differences between RTW subtasks in healthy adults [11, 18]. However, whether any 
biomechanical parameters exhibit consistency throughout the RTW continuum in healthy 
adults is unclear. This is because explicit evaluations are not-commonly referred to in the 
literature which means consistency is either not reported at all, or is only implicitly 
reported in the literature and does not therefore frequently feature in studies’ titles, 










The aim of this systematic review is to determine if any reported spatiotemporal, 
kinematic and/or kinetic biomechanical parameters remain consistent across rising-to-
walk (RTW) subtasks in healthy adults and thereby act as candidate markers to 
discriminate pathology and evaluate recovery in the rehabilitation of transitions to 
walking. The objectives are to:  
1. Systematically identify biomechanical parameters within individual RTW studies 
that were assessed in at least two RTW subtasks within healthy participants; 
2. For each biomechanical parameter identified, determine whether any have been 
reported by more than one study; 
3. Determine if the biomechanical parameters are consistent between RTW subtasks 
within or across studies using meta-analysis.  
3 Methods 
A systematic review was performed and its findings are reported in accordance with the 
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and meta-analyses (PRISMA) 
statement guidelines [29] (see Supplementary Table 1: PRISMA Checklist). 
Pro toco l  Reg is t ra t ion  
The protocol for the systematic review was registered with the International Prospective 
register for Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO; registration no CRD 42019124750). 
Search  s t ra tegy  
The Population/Participants, Intervention, Comparison, and Outcome (PICO) framework 
was used to define the search strategy concepts [30-32]. Participants must have been 
healthy human volunteers. Interventions were defined as any instruction to execute any 
of the following conventional RTW subtasks: sit-to-stand (STS), gait-initiation (GI) 
and/or sit-to-walk (STW), or other accepted movement instructions (timed-up-and-go test 
(TUAG) [33], or STSW). The comparison in this case was consistency (as defined) 
between another RTW sub-task. Studies were included whether healthy participants 
executing RTW subtasks were part of a control group or not. Single case studies, study 
protocols, and systematic or narrative reviews were excluded. There was no other 
restriction on study designs. The outcomes were any spatiotemporal, kinematic and/or 
kinetic parameter measured in at least 2 RTW subtasks to facilitate determination of 
consistency.  
 
Electronic databases were searched from database inception to the 15th October 2018. 
Studies were identified by searching electronic databases; MEDLINE (OVID), SCOPUS 
and CINAHL. Keywords related to the key concepts (healthy adults, RTW subtasks, and 
kinematic or kinetic biomechanical parameters) were matched to a controlled vocabulary 
(exploded MeSH terms or subject headings) which was combined with free text terms 
(see Supplementary Table 2: Example Search Strategy). In addition, grey literature was 
assessed including postgraduate theses (masters or doctoral using EthOS and WorlCat 
Dissertation and Thesis (OCLC) databases) in addition to conference abstracts and 
proceedings [34]. A secondary search, or pearling, of bibliography lists was manually 
undertaken in publications that fulfilled eligibility criteria. 
 
Two reviewers (GDJ, GLJ)  independently performed the electronic database search, 
subsequent screening, quality assessment, and data extraction. Candidate citations were 
transferred to a proprietary systematic review platform (Covidence Systematic Review 
Software. Veritas Health Innovation Ltd. Melbourne, Australia) along with the full text.  
El ig ib i l i t y  c r i te r ia  
Reviewers screened titles and abstracts using customised criteria including keyword 
searching in Covidence (see Supplementary Table 3: Title and abstract screening tool). 









Disagreements were resolved by discussion, or if consensus not reached by a third 
experienced reviewer (MT) independently assessing. 
Type  o f  s tud ies  
Only studies published in English were included. Single case studies, study protocols, 
and other systematic or narrative reviews were excluded. There was no other restriction 
on study design. The search therefore included cross-sectional, cohort studies, 
prospective cohort or any other experimental study types. 
Type  o f  par t i c ipan ts  
Human healthy adults aged ≥18 years were included. No upper age limit was applied to 
avoid exclusion of patients based on an arbitrary age limit [35], and because consistent 
biomechanical data between RTW tasks within healthy participants was the focus of the 
review. 
Type  o f  b iomechan ica l  pa ramete rs  
Studies that included spatiotemporal, kinematic and/or kinetic parameters measured 
between reported movement events during any two RTW subtasks were eligible. The 
parameters encompassed time and spatial measures of the whole-body centre-of-mass 
(BCOM), centre-of-pressure (COP) or other individual or combined (e.g. head-arm-trunk 
(HAT)) specific body segments;  velocities or momenta, directional components of the 
ground-reaction-force (GRF), or measures of fluency for example hesitation, 
coordination, or smoothness [20].  
Study exc lus ion  
Studies investigating participants with reported pathologies affecting normal walking 
function were excluded unless the study included analysis and separate reporting of a 
healthy control group. Studies were excluded if only one RTW task was analysed (e.g. 
STW only [25]) or if a RTW subtask included initial positions other than sitting or 
standing (e.g. lying-to-walk [3]). If studies assessed walking directions that deviated from 
forward (e.g. backwards walking [36]) or if studies included walking that included 
transitions from one surface to another (e.g. stepping up onto a 16cm high box [37]), then 
they were also excluded.  
 
Studies were also excluded if the main focus was the impact on either a medical, surgical 
or public health concern using RTW tasks as an assessment (e.g. using timed-STS to 
assess vitamin D deficiency interventions [38]); or ambulation function using physical 
performance tests but with no RTW task as a comparison (e.g. using TUAG to assess 
high-intensity-training effect [39]). Lastly, studies were excluded if reported parameters 
were dependent on EMG, sensors, or assistive device technology [40]. 
Risk  o f  b ias  w i th in  ind iv idua l  s tud ies  
It was predicted that most literature found in this review would be cross-sectional. 
Consequently, standardised experimental-design specific quality assessment tools such 
as PEDro [41, 42] were inappropriate. As a result, study quality was assessed using the 
Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI) Checklist for Analytical Cross Sectional Studies [43], which 
is an accepted and valid approach for reporting observational study designs [44, 45]. It 
uses a 3-point nominal rating system of bias where a score of 0 (zero) is assigned for low, 
1 for unclear, and 2 for a high risk of bias for each of the eight quality criteria leading to 
a total score between zero and 16 (see Supplementary Table 4: Methodological quality 
assessment tool). To comply with each critical appraisal criterion and be rated low-risk, 
the study had to meet elements detailed in the criterion description. To be rated a high-
risk, the study had to explicitly detail some, but not all, of the criterion description or 
provide no information. To be rated unclear-risk, the study had to provide some 
information but without complete clarity as per the criterion description. Cohen’s kappa 










reviewers according to accepted rating criteria [47] in each of the 8 quality domains and 
between the reviewer’s total risk of bias score. Disagreements were resolved by 
discussion, or if consensus not reached via assessment by a third experienced reviewer 
(MT) independently, yielding final total rating scores. A high risk of bias was concluded 
if a study returned a final rating of >50% of the total possible score (i.e. >8) [48] and was 
subsequently excluded from further analysis [43]. 
Data  ext rac t ion  
Mean (±SD) study characteristics and biomechanical parameters (see below) were 
extracted and populated in Covidence by the reviewers independently using customised 
tables. Disagreements between reviewers were resolved by discussion, or if consensus 
not reached by assessment by a third experienced reviewer (MT) independently. In cases 
where the standard error of the mean (SE) but not SD was reported, the SD was calculated 
as the product of the square-root of the sample size and the SE. If no variance statistic 
was provided, the range was extracted. 
Study cha rac te r is t i cs  
Characteristics were collected in order to describe studies’ participants and protocols. 
They comprised: year of publication, aims, number of healthy participants, their gender 
and handedness, participant height (m), body-mass (kg) or body-mass-index (BMI) and 
seat height from which participants rose (expressed as either the proportion of knee height 
(%KH), as an absolute height (m) or as a pre-determined sitting knee angle (°)).  
 
In addition, protocol descriptors were extracted to characterise and compare starting 
position, task execution and contexts. Pre-determined nominal classifications were used: 
feet position (standardised/self-selected), arm use (constrained/semi-constrained/self-
selected), tempo (controlled/self-selected) and ecological task purpose (upper limb 
task/walk to target). Other protocol task characteristics extracted were limb-lead, walk 
distance (m) or alternatively the number of prescribed steps, what RTW subtasks were 
included and the number of trials undertaken. 
Biomechan ica l  paramete rs   
The number of different biomechanical parameters reported in eligible studies was 
expected to be high. All parameters measured were initially recorded using the 
terminology used in the original study. Then, parameters where labelled and classified 
using a consistent terminology agreed by the reviewers to enable pooled results to be 
generated across studies.  
Method o f  ana lys is  
For each extracted biomechanical parameter, the main outcome of interest was the effect 
size (ES) calculated between two RTW subtasks. The ES was expressed as the 
standardised mean difference (SMD) and associated 95% confidence intervals (CI).  
 
SMDs were calculated either from data extracted within a single-study if the parameter 
was only present in one study, or combined across studies if data were extracted in more 
than one study. SMDs were calculated based on the effect-size (Cohen’s 𝑑) [49]; the 
proportion of the difference between the mean values and the pooled SD [50]. A minor 
bias exists in 𝑑 where it tends to overestimate the absolute value of the SMD particularly 
when sample sizes are small (𝑛≤10 in each group) [51] which was anticipated. An 
approximated correction factor (𝐽) was therefore calculated [52] and when combined as 
a product of 𝑑 yielded a corrected SMD ES (Hedge’s 𝑔)[53]. Parameters were considered 












Where parameters were shared in 2 or more studies, combined mean effects were 
calculated to meta-analyse between-task consistency. Fixed-effect analyses were 
performed because sample sizes and numbers of studies were small. Descriptive analyses 
of included studies representing the healthy adult population were therefore reported, 
despite the fact that the studies were likely to have been drawn from researchers working 
independently where random-effect analyses would be more appropriate [52]. First, the 
weighted effect size (𝑊) for each study’s 𝑔 was calculated as the reciprocal of 𝑔2, then 
the weighted mean effect size (𝑀) was calculated as the sum of the product of 𝑔 and 𝑊 
divided by the sum of 𝑊 [52]. If combined effect size 95% CIs included the null value 
(line of zero-effect), then the null hypothesis was not rejected, and the parameter was 
considered consistent as defined. 
4 Results  
Study Se lec t ion  
A total of 2862 studies were identified through the defined strategies (Figure 1). After 
963 duplicates were removed, 1899 titles and then abstracts were screened with 43 studies 
selected based on eligibility criteria for full-text screening. Thirty studies included upon 
inspection only one RTW subtask, or steady-state gait or TUAG as the task of interest, 
and thus were excluded. Two other studies were excluded because they proved 
unobtainable in full-text despite numerous inter-library requests (2 PhD theses). Two 
other duplicates were removed. Thus, nine studies were selected for inclusion in the final 
review. 
[Figure 1 here] 
Inc luded s tudy  cha rac te r i s t ic s  
Design and Participants 
All nine included studies employed a cross-sectional cohort design of which one was a 
short communication paper [54] and two were published abstracts with data not wholly 
published subsequently in full text papers [55, 56]. A modest number of participants were 
tested in each study: mean (range) 10.8 (8-13) yielding a total of 99 participants. Two 
studies failed to report participants’ height or mass [55, 57]. Four studies did not report 
gender distribution [18, 27, 55, 56], whereas in the remainder only 21% were female. In 
general, studies adopted 5 repeated RTW trials with at least 3m walk distances (Table 1). 
[Table 1 here] 
Starting position 
One study specified a definitive seat height in its experimental protocol [55] while all 
others standardised it to knee-height, leg-length, or knee-joint angle. Feet positioning was 
standardised across studies by fixed orientation or positioning and maintained through 
trials, but two studies allowed a self-selected start position [11, 58]. In five studies, upper 
limbs were constrained across the trunk or on the waist [11, 18, 27, 56, 57], and the 
remainder did not include any detail (Table 2). 
[Table 2 here] 
Walking and RTW subtasks 
Tempo was self-selected throughout, whereas lead-limb was controlled in some studies. 
Participants self-selected their preferred lead-limb and then maintained it in four studies 
[11, 18, 27, 55], one specified the left lead-limb [57], one specified both the dominant 
and non-dominant limb [54], and the remainder provided no details. Only two studies 
provided any detail of the walking task including an ecologically valid purpose, for 
example: walking to a target [27] or an upper limb task (switching off a light [54]). All 
studies included STW as one RTW subtask, five compared it with STS [11, 18, 55, 56, 
58], one with GI [57], one with STSW [54], and two compared STW with both STS and 










Risk  o f  B ias  W i th in  S tud ies  
Across the 9 included studies, the assessors agreed on 45 instances of low bias, 12 unclear, 
and 7 high bias. However, there were 8 instances where the assessors disagreed on 
quality. The inter-rater agreement for risk of bias scoring was high, 𝜅 = 0.772 (95% CI 
0.623 to 0.921) (Table 3). 
 
Once the disagreements were resolved (Table 3), the mean (±SD) risk of bias score (from 
a maximum of 16) was low per study but variable (3.33 ±3.81 (range 0-12)). One study 
was rated with unacceptable bias (risk of bias score 12) and was not included in analyses 
[56]. Inadequate reporting of healthy group inclusion criteria (criterion 1), participant 
characteristics (criterion 2) and the omission of confounding variable management 
(criterion 5) were the most common domains where bias was found across studies. 
[Table 3 here] 
F ina l  b iomechan ica l  pa rame ters  used  fo r  ana lys is  
In total, there were 104 biomechanical parameters reported across all studies. However, 
52 parameters were either not compared between RTW tasks in healthy participants or 
data were not possible to extract. For instance, variance statistics were not reported in two 
studies [57, 58], only partially reported in two others [10, 11] and some parameters were 
not analysed between-tasks [27, 54, 56]. Thus, 52 biomechanical parameters with 
between-RTW task data were available for analysis across individual studies (Figure 2).  
 
When the 52 parameters were considered across-studies for replication, three studies 
(total participants: 𝑛=31) analysed flexion-momentum time [11, 27, 54]; three studies 
(𝑛=27) analysed rise time [11, 54, 55]; three studies analysed peak BCOM vertical 
velocity (𝑛=31) [10, 27, 54]; two studies (𝑛=22) analysed peak BCOM horizontal 
velocity and COP-BCOM distance at seat-off and toe-off [27, 54]; and two studies (𝑛=19) 
analysed swing-limb peak GRF [11, 54]. One biomechanical parameter (flexion-
momentum phase duration), unique to the study with high risk of bias [56], was excluded. 
Thus, it was possible to extract effect-size data for 44 independent biomechanical 
parameters; 37 unique to individual studies, four replicated across 2 studies, and three 
parameters replicated across 3 studies (Figure 2). 
[Figure 2 here] 
Resu l t s  o f  Ind iv idua l  S tud ies  
Of the 37 parameters unique to only one RTW comparison study, 20 were consistent 
(Table 4). These were: 1st step width and velocity in GI compared to STW [27]; peak 
vertical GRF during rising, peak positional stability during steps 1, 2, and 3, and the 
duration of steps 1, 2, and 3 in STSW compared to STW [54]; peak posterior (braking) 
GRF and the time from movement-onset to both peak anterior and posterior GRFs in STS 
compared to STW [55]; time between movement-onset to peak BCOM vertical velocity 
and the total vertical BCOM displacement in STS compared to STW [10]; and finally, 
the time between movement-onset and both peak BCOM horizontal and vertical 
momentum, anteroposterior BCOM and COP position at seat-off, peak BCOM vertical 
momentum during rising and the peak stance limb vertical GRF during rising in STS 
compared to STW [11]. Kerr and colleagues [18] reported no consistent parameters 
between STS and STW. 
[Table 4 here] 
Synthes is  o f  Comb ined  Stud ies  
Of the seven biomechanical parameters replicated in more than one study three were 
common to three studies and four were common to two studies. Of those common to three 
studies, combined results showed consistency (combined ES 95% CIs included the line 
of zero effect) between STS and STW in flexion-momentum time (𝑀 (95% CI) = 0.053 










CI) = -0.415 (-0.898 to 0.069); 𝑝 = 0.093). In contrast, a longer rise-time was found during 
STS compared to STW((𝑀 (95% CI) = 0.950 (0.410 to 1.490); 𝑝<0.001) (Figure 3).  
[Figure 3 here] 
 
In biomechanical parameters common to two studies, the COP-BCOM horizontal 
distance was consistent between STW and GI at initial toe-off (𝑀 (95% CI) = -0.137 (-
0.712 to 0.439); 𝑝 = 0.642) whereas at seat-off it was greater during STS compared to 
STW (𝑀 (95% CI) = 0.610 (0.028 to 1.193); 𝑝 = 0.040), (Figure 4).  
[Figure 4 here] 
 
There was no consistency between STS and STW in peak BCOM horizontal velocity 
during rising where it was faster during STW (𝑀 (95% CI) = -1.707 (-2.452 to -0.963); 
𝑝<0.001) nor in peak swing-limb ground reaction force before the first toe-off event 
where it was greater during STW (𝑀 (95% CI) = -1.350 (-2.033 to -0.667); 𝑝<0.001) 
(Figure 5). 
[Figure 5 here] 
Summary  o f  cons is ten t  pa ramete rs  
37 parameters were unique to individual studies and not replicated elsewhere, twenty of 
which (54%) can be considered consistent by virtue of their 95% CI effect size crossing 
the line of no effect (zero) (see Table 4 above). Combined with the 3 consistent 
parameters common to more than one study (see Figure 3 and Figure 4 above), the overall 
review yielded 23 parameters that were consistent as defined (Table 5). Twenty of the 23 
(87%) were consistent between STW and STS (or STSW in one study [54]), with the 
remaining three parameters (13%) consistent between STW and GI. 
[Table 5 here] 
Risk  o f  Pub l i ca t ion  B ias  Ac ross  S tud ies  
A risk of publication bias assessment was planned a priori using a funnel plot approach 
where the relationship between study-size and effect-size is plotted and bias then 
interpreted by visualisation of any asymmetry in the plot [59]. But, in parameters sharing 
extracted data, the maximum number of synthesised studies was three. Thus, there was 
not enough data to undertake an assessment of publication bias in this review.  
5 Discussion 
Summary  o f  Ev idence  
The aim of this systematic review was to identify whether any spatiotemporal, kinematic 
and/or kinetic biomechanical parameters remain consistent independent of how RTW is 
executed in healthy individuals. If any consistent parameters were identified, they would 
thereby represent candidate proxies for intact sensorimotor-system control and could 
potentially discriminate between healthy and pathological sensorimotor-system control 
and be used to monitor change in dysfunctional RTW performance. This in turn could 
enable the development of alternative rehabilitation techniques designed to improve 
impaired movement control to be tested in clinical practice  
 
Consistency was assumed if the 95% confidence intervals around the effect size (MSD 
from single or combined studies) included the null value (line of zero-effect). Studies 
analysing only one RTW task, or those only reporting parameters dependent on EMG, 
sensors, or assistive device technology were excluded.  
 
Abstracts and titles from 43 out of 1899 were full-text screened. Of these, nine studies 
were found to be eligible and included in the final review. None of the studies stated an 
aim to assess biomechanical parameter consistency between RTW subtasks in healthy 
participants. Consequently, spatiotemporal, kinematic and/or kinetic biomechanical 









reviewed studies. One-hundred and four candidate biomechanical parameters were 
identified between-RTW subtasks. Once parameters with a high risk of bias were 
removed and replication ensured, the final analysis consisted of 44 parameters: 37 unique 
to single studies, 4 each replicated across 2 studies, and 3 each replicated across 3 studies.  
 
Combined-study effect sizes for parameters which shared RTW subtask comparisons 
across more than one study showed that two parameters were consistent between STW 
and STS; these were: flexion-momentum time, and peak BCOM vertical velocity during 
rising. These parameters are both associated with the critical RTW event of seat-off. 
Flexion-momentum time reflects the transition from a stable base-of-support (BOS) in 
sitting to an unstable bipedal BOS at seat-off, whereas peak vertical BCOM velocity 
reflects the transfer of kinetic energy from a predominantly horizontal direction to a 
vertical one at seat-off [9].  
 
Seat-off represents an event where risks to postural stability are high. For example, STS 
studies have confirmed that the vertical projection of the BCOM must be stabilised over 
a small BOS during the rising phase to mitigate the risk of falling due to a failure to stand 
up [60, 61]. It has also been established that the control of the BCOM horizontally before 
seat-off, and then vertically after seat-off, is relatively invariant at different STS speeds 
suggesting it is a tightly controlled and prioritised strategy [60]. During STW, prioritising 
stability around seat-off is equally crucial as it coincides with the cardinal tasks of STS 
and GI merging [11]. Therefore, the consistency in flexion-momentum time and peak 
vertical BCOM velocity between RTW tasks suggests that stability around seat-off is 
prioritised independently of how RTW is achieved. 
 
The COP-BCOM horizontal distance, which is positively correlated with postural 
stability [27, 62], was also a consistent biomechanical parameter based on a combined-
study effect size across two studies between STW and GI at toe-off. Toe-off proceeds 
seat-off in RTW and reflects a postural to dynamic phase transition in GI [63] where the 
base-of-support (BOS) changes from being bipedal to unipedal. It is possible therefore 
that postural stability is prioritised across RTW subtasks at events proceeding seat-off 
into GI.  
 
In fact, biomechanical parameter consistency was observed into the first steps of walking 
after GI, at least in the single studies analysed. Specifically, step 1 stance width and 
velocity were consistent between STW and GI [27]. Furthermore, peak COP-BCOM 
distance during steps 1, 2, and 3 and the respective phase durations were consistent 
between STW and STSW [54]. It is possible these parameters are consistent (as defined) 
simply because events associated with steady-state walking are sufficiently dissociated 
from the initial transitional movement. If so, this would mean that these parameters are 
simply not influenced by any factors attributable to how RTW is performed. It would be 
interesting to determine whether parameters proceeding steady-state gait during 
deceleration phases and the transition to gait termination (GT) are influenced by RTW 
subtasks preceding them.  
 
In other single-studies, consistency at seat-off in the anteroposterior position of both the 
BCOM and COP between STS and STW [11] was observed as was the peak vertical 
stance limb GRF [11], and the net GRF from both limbs [54], during rising which are 
practically coincident with seat-off [64]. Consistency was also observed in the time 
between movement-onset and peak GRFs in the anterior and posterior directions [55], in 
addition to the durations between movement-onset and the peak horizontal and vertical 










peak BCOM velocity [10]. However, as these data are based on single studies, caution in 
their interpretation should be exercised. That said, these parameters’ apparent consistency 
between STS and STW around seat-off event supports the notion that control of stability 
might be prioritised around this unstable event. 
 
It was surprising that the remaining single-study consistent parameter between STW and 
STS was in peak posterior (braking) GRF magnitude [55]. Braking GRFs are deployed 
to arrest the forward momentum generated during STS around seat-off and thereby 
achieve an upright position which is stable. They are typically higher in STS [10, 11] 
compared to STW because GI-onset occurs before upright is reached in STW and the 
maintenance of forward momentum after seat-off is desirable [16, 17]. The sample size 
these data were drawn from was small (𝑛=8). So, it is possible that consistency (as 
defined) in peak posterior GRF between STW and STS was surprisingly found simply 
because the sample size was not large enough for true differences to be statistically 
significant. 
L im i ta t ions  
Samp le  s i zes  
All the included studies across RTW tasks possessed relatively low sample sizes. The 
maximum sample size in individual studies whose data were extracted was 𝑛=14 [56] and 
in pooled studies was 𝑛=31. Small sample sizes often lead to effect-size calculations 
being insufficiently precise [65] leading to poor confidence in the validity of the data 
rendering findings inconclusive. This is particularly pertinent in this review because it 
was forecasted that studies would not have a common effect size and not be functionally 
equivalent, so an a priori decision to apply random-effects modelling when calculating 
pooled effect sizes was made. However, pooled effect sizes were drawn from only a 
maximum of only 3 papers and a fixed-effect model was therefore employed due to the 
small number of studies because the estimate of the between-studies variance in a 
random-effects model would have poor precision in combined ES calculations [52].  
Number  o f  comb ined  s tud ies  
The small number of studies reviewed meant that synthesis of data was limited. Typically, 
if it is possible to extract and synthesise data to answer the literature review question, it 
must be conceded that interpretation of the synthesis will reflect bias if these data are 
drawn from a biased sample of published data [66]. The current literature review 
approached publication bias like many others by attempting to conduct as comprehensive 
a search as possible inclusive of the grey literature. Despite this, the risk remained that 
synthesised results would over-estimate true effect sizes [52] and an assessment of 
publication bias was planned. However, the numbers of included studies with common 
parameters was too small to perform this and subsequently, it was not practicable to use 
funnel plots because there was insufficient data available for them to be meaningful. 
Pro toco l  cha rac te r i s t i cs  
Instructing participants to move at self-selected tempo was the only selected protocol 
characteristic that was commonly adopted across all reviewed studies. During gait 
executed at self-selected velocity, step width and length parameters have been shown to 
be least variable, compared to slow and maximal velocities [67]. Adopting self-selected 
tempo in RTW is therefore advantageous because it allows participants to perform 
naturally and presumably safely, even if instructions to pause before walking is included 
in order to allow different variants of RTW to be investigated.  
 
All other recorded protocol characteristics in reviewed studies were either unspecified or 
specified differently across studies. These characteristics included seat-height which was 
either explicitly stated or was 100% of knee-height (KH). Thus, the literature does not 










execute RTW tasks safely and successfully from. Typical seat-heights of 100%KH 
present little difficulty for healthy participants. However, if a standardised protocol is to 
include participants with pathology e.g. stroke; a specified higher seat-height will be 
required between 115%KH [68] and 130%KH [69] as they are likely to find rising from 
100%KH challenging [70]. One of the reviewed studies concluded that while a higher 
than normal seat-height (120%KH) required less effort compared to 100%KH, seat-
height did not fundamentally alter the either STW or STSW task dynamics [54] and a 
higher seat-height is therefore desirable if a standardised protocol is to include 
participants with pathology. 
Gender  rep resen ta t ion  
Gender was nor reported in 4 or the 9 studies reviewed, and in the 5 who did, only 2 
studies included females. Gender and sex-specific differences in pathological processes 
exist including cardiovascular and neurological diseases [71], and in gait kinematics and 
muscle activity [72]. So, it is vital that interpretations of RTW data are not based on male 
data alone. As such, if clinical practice is to be informed, those data must be drawn equally 
from males and females, irrespective of whether sex and gender biases are intentional or 
not [73]. 
Conc lus ions  
This first of its kind systematic review confirmed our hypothesis that no published studies 
to date include an explicit aim to determine consistency in biomechanical parameters 
between RTW sub-tasks in healthy participants. The evidence synthesised from across 
the 9 eligible studies indicates that flexion-momentum time and peak BCOM vertical 
velocity during rising between STW and STS, and BCOM horizontal distance at initial 
toe-off between STW and GI are potentially consistent biomechanical parameters that do 
not vary significantly across RTW performance. Evidence from single studies revealed 
potentially 20 other consistent biomechanical parameters between RTW sub-tasks, 
particularly around the event of seat-off.  
 
Seat-off represents a movement event associated with a high risk to postural stability in 
RTW. So, it is possible that parameter consistency was found here because postural 
stability is prioritised to mitigate risks of falling. Consistent parameters were also found 
after seat-off in GI and in the transition to walking, but it is unknown whether consistency 
observed here is simply a function of walking normalising downstream of RTW events. 
Nonetheless, this systematic review of the literature provides evidence supporting the 
notion that candidate consistent parameters might exist that could in theory discriminate 
and evaluate clinical change in the sensorimotor control of movement. Some of the 
parameters are based on temporal measures (e.g. flexion-momentum time) which means 
that clinical applications with patients performing RTW tasks using relatively low-tech 
equipment is certainly an aspiration if future work confirms parameters’ consistency, 
validity, and reliability. 
 
Any optimism associated with the evidence this systematic review provides needs to be 
cautious, however. Small sample sizes, inconsistent RTW protocols, and an under-
representation of female gender limit the inferential nature of this evidence to a wider 
population. Therefore, while this systematic review suggests consistent biomechanical 
parameters across RTW subtasks exists, a specific evaluation of biomechanical 
parameters that remain consistent in a sample of both healthy male and female individuals 
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Figure 1: Search strategy flowchart 












Figure 2: Final Biomechanical Parameter Inclusion Flowchart 
Flow from total number of biomechanical parameters measured in the 7 reviewed studies, to 












Figure 3: Combined-study effect sizes for parameters shared in 3 studies 
Forest plots of the individual and combined-study weighted standardised-mean difference (SMD; 
Hedge’s g) and 95%CIs calculated using fixed-effect models for 3 studies (𝑛=31) measuring 
flexion-momentum time (movement-onset to seat-off) between STW and STS (panelA), 3 studies 
(𝑛=31) measuring peak BCOM vertical velocity during rising between STW and STS (panel B) 
and 3 studies (𝑛=27) measuring rise-time (movement-onset to upright) between STW and STS 













Figure 4: Combined-study effect sizes for COP-BCOM horizontal distance at seat-off and toe-off 
Forest plots of the individual and combined-study weighted standardised-mean difference (SMD; 
Hedge’s g) and 95%CI calculated using fixed-effect models for 2 studies (𝑛=22) measuring 
centre-of-pressure (COP) to BCOM horizontal distance between STW and GI at the first toe-off 
event (panel A), and between STW and STS at the seat-off event (panel B). No difference 











Figure 5: Combined-study effect sizes; peak horizontal velocity and peak swing-limb GRF 
Forest plots of the individual and combined-study weighted standardised-mean difference (SMD; 
Hedge’s g) and 95%CIs calculated using fixed-effect models for studies 2 (𝑛=22) measuring peak 
BCOM horizontal velocity during rising between STW and STS (panel A), and 2 (𝑛=19) studies 
measuring peak swing-limb ground-reaction-force (GRF) before 1st toe-off between STW and 
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Table 3: Risk of Bias Within Studies 
Consensus data are presented per quality domain for each paper with the inter-rater agreement 
shown as the 𝜅 statistic 









































































































Buckley et al 2008 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Jones et al 2016 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 
Kerr & Kerr 2001 1 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 6 
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